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Certain “experts” should be quite ashamed for pushing fear mongering tweets and

using misleading studies to fit their rhetoric concerning the efficacy of these

vaccines. Since they rely on the fact most will not understand the studies since it’s

not in layman’s terms allow me. ■

Firstly, the conclusions being drawn from this study and this “expert” is that the B.1.1.7 and B.1.351 variants would render

these vaccines ineffective. This is highly unlikely. It will take a large amount of genetic diversity to completely render the

current vaccines useless.

Not to mention Ding is using an older study to push this rhetoric when Pfizer and Moderna have recently established their

vaccines will be effective against these variants. Perhaps someone should pass THOSE studies onto him. For the record, if

you’re going to claim these vaccines

are ineffective the last thing you should attempt to utilize to push your rhetoric is a study that concerns monoclonal

antibodies. Why? Vaccines are polyclonal. Unlike monoclonal antibody therapies, vaccines (especially those utilizing the

whole spike protein) make polyclonal

antibody responses. This means that the antibodies you make after vaccination will be able to bind the coronavirus spike in

multiple places not just one. You cannot possibly attempt to relate the effectiveness of a monoclonal antibody treatment

against these variants to the

vaccines, don’t even try. Two independent platforms. Carrying on. Secondly, the study looks at OLD (Spring 2020) blood

sera from NATURAL infection. Therefore they already contained low antibody levels. Why is this an issue? Because

everyone knows antibodies from natural infection

with COVID do wane eventually so of course neutralization assays are going to be low? Next, the vaccine sera

neutralization assays. Taken from participants shortly after their second dose. I’m not sure what researchers expected. Does

anyone realize immunity is not instantaneous?

Key fact, you have to allow the vaccine time to work and take effect before you just dive in there and measure nAbs. They

don’t just spring up like daffodils. Measuring them at the intervals this study did no wonder why they saw the antibody titers

they did. Not to mention the
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study TOTALLY disregarded T-cells. Once again. How are you going to disregard our actual immune systems and their

ability to make antibodies for later? Which may I remind you are DRIVEN by vaccines. They teach our bodies to make

antibodies for later, not just during active

infection (memory T-cells anyone). That’s immunity! T-cells stimulate B-cells to make antibodies. Antibodies are just your

first line of defense which is what is initiated when you get this vaccine. It’s our T-cells that are responsible for long-term

immunity. When antibodies

diminish after your initial inoculation, your T-cells-will tell your B-cells it’s time to produce more antibodies. As long as your

T-cells still recognize this virus and inform your B-cells they need to produce antibodies, the vaccine is still doing its job.

Antibodies being built up over and over again is nothing new or unique-to this vaccine, this is how vaccines have always

worked. This study does not account for this information concerning T-cell immunity AT ALL. The study being utilized is

here.

https://t.co/fbkzRDlw90

So do me a favor, if you don’t have the ability to gain traction on your tweets without being completely transparent then don’t

tweet it. I only wrote this up because I’m tired of seeing it circulate. It’s misleading. Know your facts. This study ignores the

general basic science

and understanding of the immune system and how these vaccines work and their effectiveness against these variants as

does this individual apparently. I have people in my DMs fearing about protection after being vaccinated due to tweets like

his. I implore you, do not give
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